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Abstract— Hamming codes are commonly used to protect
memories against Single Event Upsets (SEUs). In many
applications, it has been observed that a significant percentage of
the values do not used all the bits in a word. This can be used to
provide an improved level of protection. In this paper a method
to increase the reliability of these narrow values in a memory
that is protected with a Hamming code is proposed. The
technique is also evaluated showing how the protection level of
narrow values can be increased significantly. The technique does
not require additional hardware as it is completely implemented
in software.
Index Terms— Hamming codes, single event upset, error
correction codes, memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

caused by radiation particles are a major issue
for memory reliability. In particular transient, errors such
as Single Event Upsets (SEUs) can corrupt the data stored in a
memory [1]. Error Correction Codes (ECCs) are commonly
used in memories to avoid data corruption [2], in particular
codes that can correct one error per memory word are
commonly used. These are referred to as Single Error
Correction (SEC) codes. For example Hamming codes [3] are
commonly used due to their simplicity. A Hamming code
ensures a minimum distance among coded words of three such
that single errors can be corrected. However, when there are
two errors, the error is detected but can be misinterpreted as a
single error and therefore miscorrected. To avoid this issue
codes with a minimum distance of four can be used, these
codes are commonly referred to as Single Error Correction
Double Error Detection (SEC-DED) codes [4].
In several studies it was shown that in many cases the
values used in computing systems do not use all the bits
available in a word [5][6][7][8]. This can occur for example
when variables of a type shorter than the word are used in
software applications. These values are referred to as narrow
values (Figure 1). The bits that are not used in narrow values
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can be used to improve the protection against soft errors as
suggested in [6]. This can be done by duplicating the narrow
value of over the unused bits [7] or using more sophisticated
schemes [8]. Then the added redundancy is used to detect the
errors. Previous works considered the protection of narrow
values in the register files of processors and to that end a bit
that identified the narrow values was added to the register
filter.

Figure 1: 16-bit narrow value in a 32-bit word

Narrow values will also be present in the main memory and
therefore their protection could also be improved. The
memory will typically be protected with an ECC and therefore
the protection of narrow values has to be combined with the
ECC.
In this paper the protection of narrow values in a memory
that is protected with a Hamming code is considered. To that
end, it is assumed that the protection is implemented in the
software running on the processor. Narrow values are
identified by the software at compilation time and the
additional operations to protect narrow values are executed by
the processor. The processor has only access to the data once
it has been decoded in the memory read operation. To
minimize the number of operations required for protection, the
narrow value will not be modified (for example duplicated as
proposed in [7]). The rest of the paper discusses the protection
of narrow values under those assumptions. The results show
that in addition to single error correction, double error
detection can be provided for narrow values.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in section II
the proposed technique is presented showing its performance
for a standard Hamming code. Then in section III, an
optimization is presented using a Hamming code with a
modified shortening. This modification results in a better
protection level for narrow values. Finally, the conclusions of
this paper are presented in section IV.
II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
As discussed in the introduction, Hamming codes have a
minimum distance of three, which means that any two words
differ at least in three bits. These codes are able to detect

double errors or, alternatively, correct single errors. In the
latter case as mentioned before, double errors might be
miscorrected. To avoid this problem, an extended Hamming
code can be used which includes an additional parity bit,
increasing the Hamming distance to four, so that double errors
are always detected (not corrected). The drawback of this
approach is the extra memory space required (one additional
bit per word).
When working with narrow values, error detection can be
enhanced by applying a second detection phase after the
standard Hamming decoding. The process is shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2: Proposed technique.

As stated in the introduction, narrow values are those which
have zeroes in the upper bits. Consequently, when a one is
found in those upper bits, an error had occurred in that word.
So this second phase consists of checking the upper bits to
identify those which are set to one. The upset of these bits can
be caused by the element which originated the error, e.g. the
impact of a particle, but it can also be the result of a Hamming
miscorrection.
This additional validation is performed after the Hamming
decoding has been completed and the data word is retrieved
from the memory. It can be easily completed by adding a pair
of software instructions. The implementation will depend on
the software being used. As an example, it can be done by the
execution of an AND bitwise operation between the decoded
word and a check word with only the upper bits set to one. If
the resulting value is different to zero, a double error was
detected.
To identify which double errors are detected in each step, a
classification is proposed next:
•

•

•

Undetected double errors. Errors which produce a
double bit upset and Hamming decoding miscorrects
them into a different narrow value data word. The error
code word produces a syndrome corresponding to a
valid position different from an upper bit.
Syndrome out of range. Double errors affecting two
bits which produce a syndrome different from zero and
not corresponding to a valid position during Hamming
decoding. These errors are detected during Hamming
decoding as no correction can be performed in the
corresponding position.
Upper bit upset when decoding. These errors produce
changes in the lower bits, but an upper bit is
miscorrected when decoding. They are detected in the
second step of the technique as one of the upper bits is

•

•

set to one.
Upper bit upset by a radiation induced error. These
errors modify one upper bit, and the decoding process
produces a syndrome that corrects a different position
from the lower bits. They are detected in the second
step of the technique as one of the upper bits is set to
one.
Double upper bit upset caused by a radiation error and
decoding. These errors combine the two previous
scenarios. They affect at least one upper bit, and the
miscorrection affects a different upper bit. They are
detected in the second step of the technique as two of
the upper bits are set to one.

To understand the process, an example is shown following
with 32-bit words and different scenarios considering narrow
values varying from 16 to 26 bits (i.e. 16 to 6 bits being
always zero in narrow values).
In this case, the most common implementation of the
Hamming code is assumed. This uses a parity Lexicographic
check matrix H. The advantage of these matrices is that the
resulting syndrome matches exactly the position of the bits to
be corrected and no additional computation needs to be done.
The H matrix for the Hamming code with 32 data bits and 6
parity bits is shown below:

(1)

.
All the two-error combinations are applied and error
detection is simulated through the proposed technique. Results
are included in Tables 1 and 2, and Figure 3.
TABLE I. DOUBLE ERROR DISTRIBUTION IN 32 BIT-WORDS WITH NARROW
VALUES
Data
bits in
narrow
values
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Undetected

Syndrome
Out of
Range

Upper bit
upset decoding

168
189
213
240
270
303
339
378
420
465
465

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175

63
64
63
60
55
48
39
28
15
0
6

Upper
bit
upset error
183
177
168
156
141
123
102
78
51
21
27

Upper bit
upset –
decoding
and error
114
98
84
72
62
54
48
44
42
42
30

Hamming detection for the different narrow value widths is
constant as the matrices do not change. It detects a 25% of the
possible double errors. Errors found due to the upper bit upset
detection depend on the number of bits that must be zero to
identify a word as narrow.

TABLE III. PERCENTAGE OF DETECTION PER STEP
Data
Data bits
Undetected
Memory - Software
Word
in narrow
Hamming – Upper
Length
values
bit upset
32
16
24%
25%
51%
17
27%
25%
48%
18
30%
25%
45%
19
34%
25%
41%
20
38%
25%
37%
21
43%
25%
32%
22
48%
25%
27%
23
54%
25%
21%
24
60%
25%
15%
25
66%
25%
9%
26
66%
25%
9%

III. OPTIMIZED IMPLEMENTATION
The approach presented in the previous section has a 24%
of undetected double errors for a 32-bit data word in the best
case (16-bit length for narrow values) when single error
correction is performed.
It is still possible to enhance the Hamming code for narrow
values obtaining a SEC-DED code (single error correction and
double error detection) in these cases.
The optimization consists of performing a selective
shortening of the code matrices. In the previous section,
shortening is performed by truncating the lexicographic
Hamming matrix to the required size. An alternative [9] is
keeping only the columns with odd weight so the sum of two
columns cannot result in a third one. Thus, double errors
would always be detected.
In the previous example with 32-bit data words, the
decoding matrix is shortened from the standard 63 columns
Hamming matrix which include 32 columns with odd weight
and 31 with even weight. The resulting matrix has 38 columns
(data plus parity).
Unfortunately, 6 of the odd weight columns are used for
parity purposes (they form the identity matrix), so only 26
columns are remaining for data positions. As the data words
are composed by 32 bits, the shortened matrix has to include
six columns with even weight.
To overcome this problem, these six columns are allocated
to positions corresponding to zero bits in narrow values, i.e.
the upper bits. The resulting matrix is shown below.

Figure 3: Double error detection for 32 bits and different narrow values.

As expected, the percentage of detection decreases when the
narrow value bit length increases, ranging from 51% in narrow
values with 16 data bits and 16 zero bits to 9% in narrow
values defined with 6 zero upper bits.
The same simulation experiment was performed for 64 bits
and four different narrow value bit lengths. Results are shown
in Figure 4. The results show similar trends to those observed
for 32 bit data words.

Figure 4: Double error detection for 64 bits and different narrow values.

(2)

The double errors are detected as follows:
• Errors affecting two bits corresponding to columns
with odd weight will be detected as they will produce a
value with an even number of ones. So one of the six
upper bits is miscorrected (detected by software) or the
syndrome does not match a column of the decoding
matrix (detected by the decoding process).
• Errors affecting two bits corresponding to the six upper
columns will be detected as those bits should be set to
zero.
• Errors affecting one bit from the first 32 ones and
another bit from the upper six bits will be detected as
the upper bit should be set to zero (and will not be
corrected by the decoding process).
If m is the number of data bits and k is the number of parity
bits (in the example being discussed m = 32 and k = 6), it can
be deduced that with this optimization SEC-DED is achieved
for narrow values as long as they have at most m-k non-zero
bits. Otherwise, the first case presented above would not be

true as some of the bits with even weight in the H matrix
would be part of the narrow value.
Results of the simulation with this optimization for m = 32
and m = 64 bits are shown in Figures 5 and 6. It can be
observed that the proposed optimization can detect all double
errors when there are at least k zero bits (6 for m=32, 7 for
m=64). This corresponds to narrow values of m-k bits (26 for
m=32, 57 for m=64).

to 57% in the 32-bit data word and from 18% to 72% in the
64-bit data word, when performed at the same time as single
error correction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a technique to increase the protection level of
narrow values against soft errors in a memory protected with a
Hamming code has been proposed. The technique has also
been evaluated and the results show it can increase the number
of double errors that are detected for narrow values. When the
technique is combined with a modified shortening of the
Hamming code, all double errors in narrow values are
detected. These results show how the protection of narrow
values in memories protected with error correction codes can
be increased.
Future work will first consider increasing the protection of
narrow values in memories protected with Single Error
Correction Double Error Detection (SEC-DED) codes such as
those described in [4]. The protection of narrow values when
more advanced codes are used would also be an interesting
area for future research.

Figure 5: Optimization for m=32 and different narrow values.
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